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Reflections 
 

We‟re not as ethical as we think we are. And, if we realize it, we have a better chance of being better. 
 

"It is not that most people are inherently unethical. Instead, the problem is that many people are unconscious of the fact 
that nearly everything that they do has an ethical dimension”. 

 
“True character is revealed in the choices a human being makes under pressure - the greater the pressure, the deeper the 

revelation, the truer the choice to the character's essential nature”. 
 

Have you ever questioned whether the important relationships in your life bring happiness?  
Do you feel self-fulfilled or are you searching for greater meaning in life?  

The road to improving the quality of your relationships goes thru‟ Ethical Behaviour.  
 

# ‘Beyond Happiness and Meaning’:  
 

Transforming Your Life Through Ethical Behaviour explains how to engage in activities that enhance well-being by 
following an ethical path in life.  

 
We need to learn how to addresses ethics in personal relationships, workplace interactions, social media.  

And how to qualitatively improve our life by following the guidance provided. 
 

 
1. ICCfG Happenings 
 
1.1 As a part of our lecture series on Climate Change we organized a lecture on Mission “Net Zero and 
Atmanirbhav Bharat” on the 14thApril, 2023 at IIC. The keynote address was delivered by Dr Prodipto 
Ghosh, IAS (1969) who retired as Secretary, GOI, Ministry of Environment and Forests. He was also a 
Senior Environment Specialist to the Asian Development Bank, Manila; Member of India‟s negotiation 
team at the UNFCCC Climate Change from 2001 to 2012; Member of the National Security Advisory 
Board at PM Council on Climate Change. Post retirement he is a Distinguished fellow at TERI.  
 
Highlights of his lecture:- 
 
PM had made a commitment during Glasgow Submit (COP26) that India will achieve 40% of its electric 
installed capacity from Non-Fossil Fuel by 2030 and 50 % by 2050 and achieve 100% Clean Energy i.e., 
Net Zero emission by 2070.He outlined the financial implications of meeting the above timelines by 
explaining three models namely: - 
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a) „IIT Bombay Model‟ indicates transition cost for Net Zero as Rs. 11.2 trillion (taking Carbon Credit 
into account, i.e., Carbon discounted) and an additional investment cost as Rs. 6 trillion) 
 
b) TERI Model which indicates transition cost for Net Zero as Rs.113 trillion (undiscounted) till 2050 as 
compared to the current GDP of roughly Rs. 3.5 trillion 
 
c) McKinsey Institute Model which indicates transition cost for Net Zero as Rs. 7.2 trillion (discounted) 
and Rs. 100+ trillion (undiscounted) by 2050. 
 
He also highlighted the Challenges and Way-forward to accomplish Net Zero: - 
 
a) Mitigating supply risk – recovery and recycling. 
 
b) Challenges relating to rear earth minerals like titanium, copper, and cobalt. 
 
c) Challenges relating to undiscounted costs which were over Rs. 100+ trillion and had suggested 
currency SWAP arrangement with MFI and Central Banks of major countries to mitigate financial costs. 
 
d) Strategic reliance on global Carbon market to generate resources for clean technical investment. 
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2. Best Practices 
 

 
i) P B Nooh: IAS, 2012, Kerala                          ii) Srijana Gummalla, IAS, 2013, AP 

 
i) Duly Diligent DM! The picture shows the Collector PB Nooh (white shirt) carrying rice and 
essentials to an isolated family due to the Covid-19lockdown. Pathanamthitta is a hilly district housing 
the Sabarimala shrine in Kerala and was among the first sites in the country where coronavirus spread 
after a family that had returned from Italy tested positive in early March 2020. 
 
However, the district was soon able to contain the number of positive cases in the state to a handful 

primarily due to the efforts of PB Nooh, the DM of Pathanamthitta. He raised an alarm with the state 

government for the closure of the temple after thousands of devotees congregated at Sabarimala to 

attend the monthly prayers that began March 13, even when he faced much abuse on social media from 

the devotees.  The district was the first in the state to use flow charts (preparing which was a 

cumbersome process involving police, NGOs, health workers and political leaders) to help trace the 

contacts of infected persons and release it to public, to track where all the Italy-returned Covid-19 

positive family had travelled to and whom all they had met, resulting in over 1300 people being put 

under observation. This also raised the awareness level of the people. Pathanamthitta was first to 

introduce a geofencing application to locate quarantine violators.  

ii) More than a Mother! Gummalla: Serving as Commissioner of the Greater Visakhapatnam 
Municipal Corporation (GVMC) in Andhra Pradesh, Srijanagave up her six-month maternity leave and 
returned to work within only a month of giving birth, with the baby in tow. She took special permission 
from the Chief Minister for this purpose, considering that the State and the whole country was grappling 
with the Corona crisis. Images of her holding her new-born baby in her arms while working in her office 
went viral on social media and she has been hailed as a Corona Warrior. 

She has been taking the necessary precautions to ensure the baby is properly cared for even at work. 

Many have saluted the officer's spirit and dedication for her work.“It is like a call of duty for me. As a 

human being, it is my responsibility to be of some help to the administration. I felt that this is the time 

we should all stand together and be of strength to each other," she said. 
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3. Perhaps it is now time to let Businesses solve Societal problems!  
 

Enough of treating Businesses as villains of society! 
 

Reasons are obvious – Only Businesses & Workforce create “Wealth & Resources”!  
Neither Teachers, nor Politicians nor Administrators produce anything! 

 
Modern Politics and Governance led by Political animals and IQ Administration have miserably 

failed to create Mentors to solve modern social or economic problems! 
 

It is only Businesses that can create Wealth plus Profit – money plus Resources. 
Only thereafter can Teachers, Politicians, Administrators, even exist!  

 
In our arrogance and ignorance, we‟ve failed to realize this simple fact which our ancients had 

realized and created a society where Responsibility & Accountability were clear.  
 

Teachers to create Enlightened Citizens, men of Wisdom, Administrators who could protect and 
Mentor society towards Resource production and fair distribution thru‟ ethical conduct! 

 
Why do we turn to non-profit NGOs and governments to solve society's biggest problems? 

Michael Porter admits he's biased, as a business school professor, but he wants us to understand the 
logic for letting business try to solve massive problems like climate change and access to water. 

Why? Because when business solves a problem, it makes a profit -- which lets that solution grow!  
We must in all humility bow down & learn to respect the only Profit & Resource Producers - Workforce! 

 

4. The latest AI is ‘ChatGPT: 

By now we have seen that AI can give us articles and texts, based on „stored material‟ in its „soft‟ or „hard‟ 
drives or in the „cloud‟ and it is difficult to distinguish it from human texts! 

In a way aren‟t we also AI robots if we think and behave or write articles or even his-story, based on our 
own „stored material‟ that our Mind is, and we remain what our Mind is. Our habits and Beliefs enslave us 
and so if we just continue doing what we want to do, doesn‟t it make us AI robots! Man has the 
freedom of choice at every moment and can consciously free itself from the „mind‟ and choose to grow 
either towards better or worse; otherwise, we remain enslaved to the past as ingrained in the mind, just 
as AI. 

Just like the computer, only much faster, we‟re continuously storing and updating the stored material, 
refining or polluting them, by our present thoughts, motives, actions – righteous or unrighteous. We‟re 
thus continuously updating our own individual „short-term memory‟ or „unconscious deep-samskaras‟ or our 
“beliefs – religious, societal” in the „cloud of society‟ that matches my stored material! 

So, what is the difference between AI and us? We have „Consciousness‟ aka Life, Spirit, Rooha, Atman, 
Divinity, Kingdom of God within, that gives us the freedom of Choice!  
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Of course, mostly we continue just being a slave to the „stored material‟ in our Mind, good or bad! Our 
education doesn‟t concern itself on awakening our Viveka-buddhi and how to refine our past „beliefs‟ to 
realize that we have the Freedom, Mukti, to consciously and deliberately build the strength and the 
ability to „know‟ and do what is „right‟; and grow towards „Perfection‟.    

4.1 The purpose of parenting, schooling, growing up and religions is to awaken our Viveka-buddhi 
to show how we may learn to „know‟ and „practice‟ doing the „right‟. It is extremely difficult to change 
our Samskaras, our mindset, and break the bondages of the stored-up material as impressions in our 
mind. And therefore, we need continuous lifelong learning, starting from childhood to get established in 
the self-development processes of „Abhyasa‟, practice and „Vairagya‟ i.e., ability to focus on the higher 
and simultaneous detachment from the lower; the only time-tested way to refine, purify, improve, our 
samskaras.  
 

 
5. Making of Chanakya 

 
At age 7 he had not only learnt the Rig Veda, Valmiki Ramayan and other works but could interpret 
them beyond even what great Pundits discussed in scholarly gathering in Patliputra. He so much 
impressed the PM of the Nanda empire by his bold questions in an open discussions that he became his 
mentor and recognized his genius and asked him to now stay here under his protection so that his 
genius could be used for himself and not against him...However Chanakya had noted that there was a lot 
of corruption and injustices in the Capital and people held the PM responsible since his aides were 
involved. The King was busy leading a life of enjoyment and PM had full power over the Kingdom.He 
was hesitant and the wise and powerful PM gave him the reasons why his genius could be useful in the 
Capital but also threatened him that he had only two choices, either he accepts, or his entire family will 
be killed. 
 
So, wise 7-year-old thought and reflected and concluded that if he stays here, which his father a Vedic 
guru desired, then he will study nyaya-shastra and when he grows up after a few years his mission will be 
to ensure that crime and injustices were stopped, and Justice would again be established. So, he said 
Yes.Just a month later his elder sister was in trouble and sought his help.  
 
And 7-year Chanakya planned a brilliant strategy! He entered the royal Court where King sat with all his 
family, PM, courtiers etc. and shouted he wanted Nyaya! All laughed to see the plea of a young boy; but 
before the PM could intervene the 7-year whimsical Prince and heir to the kingdom invited Chanakya to 
state his problem and become his friend; Chanakya logically explained the case and the PM and his aides 
and guards who were involved couldn't argue in front of the King and so, Chanakya won the case …. 
He now became not just a prodigy of PM but a friend and mentor of the future King at least somewhat 
beyond the control of the PM. 

 
 

6. Reflections –We need the ‘Shrestha/Mentors’ not ‘Teachers/Politics’ 
 

The Academia & Leaders ought to be the Mentors, Shrestha of society who can guide us towards the Truth. 
Only those who really wish to see Truth for themselves & strive to experience it, are really the Shrestha. 

Instead, most of us accept and label that as truth, which we think and are told to believe that truth to be!Even Preachers 
today have failed to inspire society towards goodness because they‟re bound to Beliefs, not Truth. 

Really no one ought to speak of God unless he is established in „Righteousness‟; „ritual worship‟ is secondary. 
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Perhaps Schooling & Growing up could allow study, reflection, questioning, discussionsopenly in an academic milieu, how 
religious ideas and ideals have historically evolved starting from the „beginning‟ and inspire the young to strive to build 

powers of mind to be committed to Righteousness and to know the highest Truth, beyond belief. 
And this requires self-development processes to purify the mind of its past selfish tendencies and towards commitment to 

universal human values, ethical, righteous conduct, etc. so that we may remain towards higher spiritual realisation – those 
who sincerely strive, can be nurtured to become Mentors, Shrestha of society. 

 
 

‘Tyaga & Seva’ are the twin ideals of India & also for being a Karma Yogi, KYi: 
 

Without imbibing these ideals and the spirit of Kartavya-palan we cannot really be a KYi.  
To imbibe this spirit, we need to get established in the twin ideals of “Abhyasa (Practice) & Vairagya (Choosing the long-

term good over short-term pleasures)”. 
 

Without Abhyasa, starting from childhood, we just cannot imbibe this necessary quality for refining our mindset, our 
characteristics, our samskaras! Without Abhasa we cannot clearly determine our long-term goals and practice managing 

and controlling the quality of our Thoughts and directing them towards good-better-best. 
Today we‟re frightened by the very idea of Tyaga and Vairagya; but if and when we reflect,we can realize that life is 

nothing but a continuous process of dropping the lower as we strive for the higher!  
Don‟t we sacrifice daily when we give up some things to accomplish other things. This is so normal that we don't attach 

much importance to the reality that tyaga is the only way of growth towards the higher! 
Growing up must inculcate the conviction and the practices needed to be able to choose the long-term good over short-term 

pleasures; we must imbibe the conviction that the long term good is for my own well-being! 
To inspire us towards the highest and best is the essence of religions – God, mythology, worship etc. are secondary! 

 
 

7. The unknown, the outside, uncertainty, is threatening!  
 

We believe that Destiny, Uncertainty, Unknown, Luck is inherent in the nature of the world, 
Only because we aren‟t capable to understand and unravel the complex operation of the cause-effect Principle - life after 
life! Whereas from the Cosmic viewpoint everything, at every moment, is under control of Chitragupta and is exactly 

what it should be! 
 

Every moment, every situation, good or bad, is exactly what we deserve according to the „Principle‟. 
  And should be embraced as inevitable, and we must continue striving to fulfil our respective duty. 

A fundamental response is to bring the uncertain inside and welcome it, as the wise say.  
Another way to keep uncertainty out is myth; and science plays that role to some extent, pretending we have 

uncertainty under control. 
 

 
8. Words of Wisdom from the ‘Ethics Sage’:  

 
Do you care about others or are you a selfish individual? Do you accept responsibility for your actions 

or blame others for bad things that happen to you? Do you love others unconditionally or expect 
something in return? These are some of the questions to ask yourself to gauge whether you are an 

ethical person. Ethical people follow basic principles of right and wrong: 
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The Golden Rule. Treat others the way you want be treated. This time-honoured principle applies today 
even more than in the past because, as a society, we have lost our moral compass. It is up to each one of 
us to treat others fairly, with compassion and empathy, and respectfully. 

 
The Rights of Others. Ethical people consider whether their actions may affect the rights of others. Today, 
especially on college campuses, we increasingly see students trying to stifle free speech when a speaker 
puts forth a point of view that offends them, which happens frequently today in part because of our 
entitlement society. 

 
The Consequences of Our Actions. Our actions have consequences. People who use social media to vent 
against others rarely first consider how their actions and words may affect others before posting a 
comment on Facebook or Tweeting. Those who do consider the consequences do so with the goal of 
upsetting others rather than to state one‟s objective point of view or start a productive dialogue. 

 
Be Accountable for Your Actions. When we make a mistake in life we should accept responsibility for our 
actions, promise to never do it again, make amends to the people we have harmed, and carry through 
our ethical intent to do better by being a better person. We learn from our mistakes and move forward 
in a productive manner. 

 
Truthfulness is a virtue and, along with integrity (i.e., being a principled person; having the courage of your 

convictions), make up the most fundamental standard of ethical behaviour. I‟m always amazed how little 
people understand what truthfulness is and what it requires to be ethical.  

 
 

Many people do not realize that dishonesty is not only telling an untruth – a lie by commission – but it 
also entails a positive obligation to disclose all the information another party has a right to know; not 
committing a lie by omission. Consider, for example, that the FBI comes to your house one day and 
asks about Nikolas Cruz, the shooter at Parkland High School in Florida. You know a lot of bad stuff 
about the kid but don‟t share it with the FBI because the questions they asked were unrelated to what 
you know about him and his propensity for violence. This is a good example of why being truthful is an 
affirmative behavioural trait. I use three guiding principles in teaching ethics to help my students quickly 
focus on what is most important in being an ethical person. 

Do no harm. Do and say nothing that may bring harm to another person, shame them for any reason, and 
avoid bullying behaviour. 

Contribute to the betterment of others. Do something every day to show kindness to others. It can be 
something as simple as saying “thank you” or complimenting someone. Paying it forward is sound 
advice in today‟s impersonal world where people communicate, often anonymously, on the Internet 
rather than on the phone or in person. We seem to have lost the ability to interact with others on a 
deeply personal, ethical level. 

Consider how you want to be remembered at the end of your life. Think of what you want written on your 
tombstone. Is it that you became rich, famous, or powerful during your life or that you were a good 
person; cared about others; and left this world a better place than you found it? 
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Think about the newspaper headline. Before acting, when faced with an ethical dilemma, think about how 
you might feel if your intended action made the front pages of the local newspaper. Would you be 
proud to defend it? Proud if your child read about it? 

I leave you with a quote from W. Clement Stone:  Have the courage to say no. Have the courage to face the truth. Do the 
right thing because it is right. These are the magic keys to living your life with integrity – „Ethics Sage‟. 

 

9. Responsibility of Governance - Train Teachers to be Mentors of society 

 
During schooling and growing up, we must learn what our various duties are, including the 
Constitutional Fundamental Duties. We must then get established in the habit of daily self-development 
practices to awaken our viveka-buddhi and develop the powers of mind and strength and abilities to get 
committed to performing our prescribed duties to the best of our abilities.  
 
Only when we practice and learn to manage our mind from a young age, can we acquire a healthy 
worldview of work and life. We will then start realizing that selflessness is far superior to selfishness and 
will learn to practice remaining calm and composed, irrespective of success and failures, and will learn to 
focus on fulfilling our duties, not on the „fruits‟ of our actions.  
 
We will grow to appreciate that our responsibility is to fulfil our duties as our highest worship, in the 
spirit of seva-bhav, selfless-service, for good of samaaja instead of working for material benefits, which 
of course will accrue as a bye product.   
 
If we believe in God who is One, Omnipresent, all pervasive, all seeing, all knowing, we can consider 
our vocation and daily work and interactions as an opportunity for worship. Once we start fulfilling our 
duties, we will start realizing divinity in all and in everything; and get the insight that reward-seeking 
actions are far inferior to works performed as worship without attachment to results of actions. 
 
 
 

 

 

Please send your comments, suggestions and short articles containing your experiences for publication 
through email at info.iccfg@gmail.com and Sunil Kumar can be contacted at kumar2sunil@yhoo.com
  

IC Centre for Governance, 3 Palam Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi – 110057  
Tel: +91-11-4080 9939, +91-9315606289 

Email: iccfg@yahoo.co.in, Website: www.iccfg.net 


